UNU MONDO – ONE WORLD
A Worldwide Party for a Fair Globalisation
The worldwide party UNU MONDO – ONE WORLD regards globalisation as a chance to
realise human rights and abolish poverty everywhere in the world. To make use of this
chance, it engages in global thinking and ideas from the concepts of solidarity economy
and eco-social market economy.
The Ethical Base of ONE WORLD
ONE WORLD perceives itself as a political branch of the movements for a global ethic and an
intercultural humanism – i.e. endeavours to acquire a minimum consent from diverse cultures on
basic principles, which enable a harmonious coexistence of humanity. The basic principles and
goals of ONE WORLD comprise the respect for all kinds of life, environmental protection and
sustainable development, human rights, peaceful cooperation, global democracy (i.a. by the
establishment of a UN Parliament) and dialogue between the religions and cultures instead of
military “solutions”.
Esperanto
ONE WORLD regards Esperanto as the language equivalent of global ethic and intercultural
humanism. As a neutral, easy-to-learn second language, Esperanto is serving international
understanding and collaboration on equal terms. The existing languages (just as existing religions
and world concepts) shall not be displaced. Today, ever more problems can be solved only by
global collaboration; consequently it is important to build bridges. Esperanto already makes it
possible for people to feel as world citizens now. It is part of a more than 120 years old humanist
culture, because already its initiator, Ludwig Zamenhof, wished to tear down language barriers in
favour of the aim that everyone should “see in his neighbour only a human being and a brother”.
Economic and educational policy
A global eco-social tax system should ensure fair trade, sustainable development and the
conservation of natural environment. Projects to improve living conditions in the whole world, which
have a chance to prosper, should be supported by sufficient financial means. Examples could be
the establishment of micro-credit systems or rural development schools to educate domestic
development assistants. Presently, a great part of humanity lack opportunity to acquire good
education and contribute sufficiently to economic production. By developing human resources as
yet left unused, creation of markets in disadvantaged countries, and diminishing ethnic conflicts
and wars, the party ONE WORLD wants to enable global economic prosperity, from which –
through fair distribution – all of humanity will profit.
Organisation
ONE WORLD was founded on 1 November 2009, in Wiesbaden (Germany) as a political
association, which accepts members from the whole world. It already has representatives in 16
countries, ranging from Angola to Ukraine, and wants to participate in political elections all over the
world. In Germany, ONE WORLD („Eine-Welt-Partei“) will participate in the European elections in
2014.
Address
UNU MONDO – ONE WORLD, c/o Ulrich Matthias, Rückertstr. 6, 65187 Wiesbaden, Germany
e-mail um@unu-mondo.org, website www.unu-mondo.org

My country is the world, and my religion is to do good. (Thomas Paine)

